
DESIGNING FOR SINGLE CHANNEL ARCHITECTURE 
There are many misconceptions when designing and deploying single channel architecture 

wireless networks.  What seems to be the biggest misconception is that you do not need to channel plan 
or perform a site survey.  While you can technically design your virtual WLAN using a single channel 
across either band, you may get mixed results depending on the requirements you set.  Failure to meet 
the requirements that were initially set out before the design phase can make any wireless network fail 
whether it be multi or single channel architecture.  Most, if not all, design practices that are used for 
multi-channel architecture wireless networks are also used for single channel architecture wireless 
networks. 

Often there are times in high density areas where I need to provide more capacity while still 
preserving the benefits of Virtual Cell so I choose a channel striping option.  For example the majority of 
our high school auditoriums employ seven AP832s which is Fortinet/Meru’s Wave 1 VHT option.  In 
some scenarios, simply placing the group of seven APs in their own extended service set and configuring 
their radios on the same channel in each band will suffice.  Each set of seven radios form their own 
Virtual Cell or virtual basic service set identifier.  From the client’s perspective it sees one basic service 
set identifier so it looks like one AP, cutting traditional roaming times drastically.  In another scenario I 
may assign the front two APs to channels 1/36+40, the middle three APs to channels 6/44+48, and the 
rear two APs to 11/52+56 but still contain all of the APs in a single extended service set.  What the 
second scenario does is creates three separate virtual BSSIDs per band while creating more capacity by 
using additional space in the available spectrum.  The first scenario would likely be deployed in a casual 
use but high density event where the second scenario would be more beneficial for a high utilization 
high density event.  In the first scenario it isn’t necessary to use features such as fast BSS transition (FT) 
since the virtual BSSID is the same across the group of radios.  In the second scenario you still get the 
benefits of the virtual BSSID in smaller groups while also using 802.11r for fast transitioning between 
virtual BSSIDs.  This drastically increases capacity and preserves virtual cells while decreasing roaming 
times.  

Each classroom in our school system typically has a single access point.  The vast majority of APs 
are HT with newer construction and some retrofits incorporating the VHT APs that were mentioned 
previously.  We expect each classroom to be able to serve between 30-60 clients at any given time.  
Because we have an AP in each classroom I must fine tune the classrooms to prevent clients from 
bouncing between access points, becoming sticky clients, etc.  Typically we find that a good combination 
of TX power for each classroom AP is 10mW EIRP on the 2.4 GHz band and 40mW EIRP on the 5 GHz 
band.  We also then remove all DSSS rates and take it a step further and remove all OFDM rates less 
than 24 Mbps.  We find that this combination of TX power and only supporting high rates gives us the 
best performance for the greatest amount of devices.  We verify these settings with TCP throughput 
tests as well as monitoring station logs to see if clients are being sticky or rapidly bouncing between 
access points (ping ponging).  Because we use Virtual Cell technology, we are able to leverage 40 MHz 
wide channels on most, if not all 5 GHz HT radios as well as 80 MHz wide channels on most VHT radios. 

 Our most common elementary school design uses the same single channel plan across the board 
where all radios are configured on channels 11/44+48.  The most common design for middle schools 



employs the same design.  High schools are often configured with one extended service set for all 
classrooms and a separate extended service set for each “higher” density area such as a cafeteria, 
library, gym, etc.  Each one of these extended service set AP groups will have their radios configured the 
same.  Classroom APs would typically be configured for 11/44, auditoriums configured for 6/36+40 and 
so on and so forth.  An elementary school with all VHT APs would typically be configured for 1/149, 
whereas a high school with all VHT APs would employ several extended service sets, as mentioned 
before, using 80 MHz wide channels were possible but no less than 40 MHz where we need to take 
advantage of spectral reuse in adjacent virtual BSSIDs.  We treat adjacent extended service sets much 
like a traditional multi-channel design.  Adjacent extended service sets, if configured on the same 
channel can cause co-channel interference and produce performance issues. 

 As in most designs, these are all flexible depending ever changing requirements.  These designs 
work well for us at but we are constantly adapting and trying to improve on our designs.  Being able to 
leverage Virtual Cell gives us a significant advantage with our design options.  
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